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Maybe They Just Moved to Brooklyn (…and other lies about the Holocaust) is a satire 
about Holocaust denial, and it provides an improbably entertaining Holocaust education 
opportunity that encourages students to think critically about “fake news”.  Climate 

change denial, “birtherism,” and allegations that school violence is staged, are all 
referenced in the show.  However, Maybe They Just Moved to Brooklyn’s truly universal 
theme is the significance of our various ethnic, cultural, or religious identities in a time of 

increased political tribalism.  Most importantly, students (of history, government, 
citizenship, social studies, and more) will identify with the play’s funny, unreliable 

narrator and find the lesson engaging.  
 
The show has performed for several student groups, under it’s former title 
Hoaxocaust!, including the Baruch College Campus High School, Williamsburg Charter 
High School, and groups from Global Kids, City Kids and the Lower East Side 
Girls Club.   Attached is a fact sheet about Holocaust Denial that summarizes its 
presentation in the show.  We would be happy to make this available to your school 
group along with pre-& post-show lesson plans, and hold a brief talkback with the 
students after the 75-minute performance to discuss their reactions. 
 

“[This] award-winning one-man show that frolics as it gaslights everything we think we know about the 
Holocaust—its writer/performer Barry Levey, in a format comparable to a Ted Talk or an episode of Who is 

America,… interview(s) different Holocaust deniers throughout the world to get to the bottom of their theories 
and expose the dangers of what we all know as ‘fake news.’” ~Gregor Collins, Theater That Matters 

 
 
 

Performance fee: $1000* if within 30 miles of NYC  
(schools outside of the radius will have additional travel expenses) 

*Includes pre-show and post-show lesson plans 
 
 
Barry Levey’s New York productions include Woman of Troy (Upstart Creatures), Let Me Call You Sweetheart (14th 
St. Y; as "Maimed" at Project Y), Hoaxocaust! (FringeNYC 2014 Overall Excellence Winner, Baruch Performing Arts 
Center, Theater for the New City, Prospect Theater Company); Critical Darling (The New Group); All the Way From 
China (Mad Dog at the Gene Frankel); and two shorts for Ars Nova, Downeaster Alexa and Yale Law School, the 
latter of which was a finalist for the Heideman Prize from the Actors Theatre of Louisville. Barry is a two-time O’Neill 
finalist whose work has been developed by Resonance Ensemble, the Lark, Arena Stage, Rattlestick, and 
Williamstown, among others. He holds a BA from Yale and an MFA from UC San Diego. www.barrylevey.com 
 
 
 
 

www.maybetheyjustmoved.com 
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Reference 
 

My name is Jeremy Kronenberg and I am the Theatre Teacher and Department Leader for the 
Performing Arts department at Williamsburg Charter High School.   I teach various styles and 
levels of theatre to students in 9th -12th grades with curriculum that is not only aligned to the NYS 
Standards for the Arts, NYC Blueprint and Common Core but is used as a catalyst for student 
driven work and discovery.  The classroom-training centers on fostering students’ self-
confidence and self-worth through the practice and application of theatre technique and uses 
that work as a catalyst for students to gain technical command, increase confidence and 
develop emotionally, physically, intellectually, imaginatively, and socially. 
  
I brought 40 of my students to a student matinee of Maybe They Just Moved to Brooklyn 
(formerly known as Hoaxocaust!) at the Theater at the 14th Street Y.  The experience was 
tremendously eye opening to them for many reasons. The material is thoughtful and 
challenging and the resulting dialogues and discovery yielded immeasurable 
benefits.  From a theatrical point of a view, my students have had limited exposure to one-
person productions and for many of them, this was their first time seeing a single storyteller on 
stage.  My students are constantly exploring how to employ physicalization and vocalization to 
create unique, grounded, robust and authentic characters on stage.  Each and every student 
was deftly able to articulate how Barry manipulated these changes to bring 10 different 
characters to life.   Additionally, they gained tremendous encouragement into the power a single 
performer has in captivating an audience and taking them on a complex and multifaceted 
journey.  My students were engaged throughout the entire performance and enthralled with 
Barry’s ability to not only connect to the audience but seamlessly jump in and out of the myriad 
characters. 
  
From a purely pedagogical point of view, Maybe They Just Moved to Brooklyn (formerly known 
as Hoaxocaust!)! offers students an opportunity to think critically, engage in rigorous 
debate and connect this work to our every day experiences of the changing sense of 
truth and the veracity of facts.  It’s examination of the Holocaust, the ensuing revisionist 
history and exploration of the current political climate makes it a show that would easily 
resonate for a world history or government class.   Maybe They Just Moved to Brooklyn 
(formerly known as Hoaxocaust!) and the ensuing post-show dialogue aligns beautifully 
to ELA Common Core Standards by theatricalizing a topic that will undoubtedly “propel 
conversations by posing and responding to questions that probe reasoning and 
evidence; ensure a hearing for a full range of positions on a topic or issue; clarify, verify, 
or challenge ideas and conclusions; and promote divergent and creative 
perspectives.”  (CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.11-12.1.C) 
  
  
There are so many opportunities to tie this play into the curriculum that is happening in your 
classroom and I would welcome any opportunity to speak more about its value for your students 
The play does contain mature themes, and provocative language.  However, if you have any 
questions about the play, its educational content, or its suitability for high school students, 
please don’t hesitate to contact me for more information. 
 


